Employee
Wellness
for NetSuite
More Productive
Living and Working

GiveRight Employee Wellness for NetSuite encourages employee participation in holistic
health programs which benefit both the company and the individual. As lines between work
and life blur, providing end-to-end wellness programs is becoming a corporate responsibility
and a strategy to drive employee morale, engagement, and productivity. These programs
now play an important role in defining an organization and are a critical part of their
employment brand and culture.

BENEFITS
Improve Employee Productivity
GiveRight Employee Wellness programs create
fully engaged employees increasing productivity by
reducing absenteeism and improving employee morale
and performance.

Define and Promote Wellness Goals
GiveRight Employee Wellness assists CSR Directors in
setting specific goals and arranging internal periodic
events to promote the company’s wellness programs
and drive employees to achieve preset goals.

Attract and Retain Talent
GiveRight Employee Wellness programs strategically
help companies of all sizes - small, medium or large,
to attract new talent and retain quality, productive
employees longer.

Sets Up Easily for Small to Medium
Sized Businesses
GiveRight Employee Wellness makes it easier for
small to medium-sized organizations to quickly create
a diverse set of wellness programs that promote their
employees’ well-being,
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FEATURES
Specify Company Wellness Goals
Assists with defining the wellness goals which are important to your
company. Goals can be measured by several dimensions (quantity,
time, satisfaction).
Track Responses via Custom Transactions
Leveraging NetSuite’s custom transaction capability, employee
responses can be associated with different pledges. This data is part
of NetSuite, so standard reporting provides detailed analysis.
Provides Automated Reporting
Provides a user-friendly experience that eliminates sign-up barriers
for participation and reporting of donated time. It also offers
incentives to spark activity through donation credits when needed.
Volunteer Analytics
Allows for easy monitoring of goals by the employee and the CSR
Director creating periodic automated reports to monitor the progress
of the wellness program. The application offers easy monitoring
of goals by employees and the CSR Director through automated
progress reports.

GiveRight is powered by two industry leading platforms:

NetSuite offers worldwide, secure, fault-tolerant,
cloud-based services. GiveRight has implemented a
unique set of applications which centralizes a repository
of non-profits and organizations.

Enabling Organizations of All Sizes
to Reach Their Full Potential Through
Corporate Social Responsibility
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GuideStar provides the most comprehensive database
of non-profit organizations -- a listing of charities of all
types, sizes, and locations. GiveRight has integrated
this data into the GiveRight Marketplace to make easy,
accessible connections.

For more information, contact:
GiveRight
www.give-right.com
209-969-1518

